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PART 21 – THE END OF THE WAR AND THE AFTERMATH 

 

THE END OF THE WAR  

 

 

Captured German cruiser Prinz 
Eugen in the Panama Canal en route 
to Bikini Atoll in 1946, ending its 
days as a target in an A-bomb test 
there 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

After the German surrender in May 1945, the redeployment of men and materials from 

the European to the Pacific theatres was to take place, being named Operation Transit 



(see below) by the Panama Canal Department.  20 transports carried 91,000 troops passed 

through the Canal, together with 105 freighters, between 4 July and 9 August 1945.     

However, after Japan surrendered, 17 ships underway, including one already in the Canal, 

were rerouted and sent instead to US East Coast ports. 

 

During Operational Transit, the last large-scale “white tide” of large numbers of US sailors 

on shore leave hit Panama.  Task Force 38 was returning to the East Coast of the US from 

Tokyo Bay with around 38,000 men, including several thousands of wounded or liberated 

prisoners of war.  It is said that the Task Force was almost as large as the pre-war US Navy.  

Sailors who had not been home for years left the ships at Balboa, inevitably ending up in 

the clubs and bars of Panama City, as well as tours to other places of interest and, 

inevitably, the Rio Abajo red light district1. 

 

Following the surrender of Germany in May 1945, over 125,000 troops were transferred 

through the Canal from the European to the Pacific theatres and, to deal with this traffic, 

Operation Transit had been formally initiated on 5 July 1945.  It consisted of 4 different 

Plans, differing dependent on the time that any vessel would stop while on en route and if 

any of the troops aboard were able or required to disembark.   

 

The project was placed under the direction of the Deputy Commander, Panama Canal 

Department, and the Department chief of transportation was assigned responsibility for 

the technical phase, which included servicing, repair, and transit of the ships. 

 

Plans A and B dealt with situations where short stays were involved, and troops did not 

disembark, except into the immediate dock area for a few hours of recreation, with 

temporary facilities to provide refreshments, souvenirs etc.  Plan C included arrangements 

 
1   http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2011-07-15  

http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2011-07-15


for troops to be shuttled to other areas for more extended rest and recreation away from 

the ships2.  Plan D involved having to billet troops in the Canal Zone temporarily. 

 

Obviously, troops travelled in both directions, returning home from service in the Pacific 

as well as being deployed there.  Similar arrangements for returning troops as those in 

place for Operation Transit could be employed.  In both directions, any injured or ill troops 

would be removed to hospitals in the Canal Zone, with several hundred being removed to 

the hospitals during Operation Transit. 

 

The first redeployed troopship to pass through the Panama Canal was the USS Uruguay, 

which docked at Cristobal on 20 June with 4,400 men aboard, direct from Leghorn, Italy.  

Every possible facility, including religious, USO3, Red Cross, and post exchange services, 

was made available to make the short stay in the Canal Zone pleasant and profitable.  The 

last redeployment vessel, the USS Hawaiian Shipper, arrived on 14 August 1945, just in 

time for its passengers to get news of the Japanese surrender and to find their destination 

changed to New York.  Altogether, 36 ships passed through the Canal Zone carrying 

approximately 125,000 troops being redeployed from the European and Mediterranean 

theatres.  

  

For a short time, the Panama Canal was the busy gateway to the Pacific, through which 

passed a steady succession of ships carrying redeployed troops. 

 

One unusual incident occurred in August 1945, when the USS General DE Aultman, 

returning from the Pacific ran aground about a mile south of the Miraflores Locks.  The 

troops were disembarked, but had to be found alternative accommodation, as the more 

usual places had been earmarked for troops aboard 2 Operation Transit vessels at Albrook 

Field and Fort Amador.  It is said to be worth noting that, alongside the 3,209 officers and 

 
2  Such as at Balboa High School stadium. 
3  The United Service Organizations provided live entertainment, social facilities, and other forms of support 
to members of the US armed forces and their families. 



men there were also 84 nurses and 5 Red Cross women.  At one of the sites involved, at 

Fort Clayton, the visitors were welcomed with $7,000 worth of Coca Cola, 180 gallons of 

ice cream and 35 kegs of beer, with more to follow in the subsequent days.  Those who 

wanted to, 5 busloads, were even taken on a sightseeing tour of historic sites in Panama.  

After nearly a week in Panama, the ship and troops finally departed on 13 August 1945. 

 

On 12 September 1945, the commanding general formally ended Operation Transit.  

Despite only lasting a few months, during the operation ships had taken on 410,000 

barrels of fuel oil (with 124,725 complimentary pints of ice cream being provided)4. 

 

It seems an incontestable fact that, despite the move to having a two-ocean navy, without 

the Panama Canal it is unlikely that the US road, rail, seaport and river transport network 

could have accommodated the flow of men and materials required for the two-theatre 

war in which the US found itself in 1941.  Between 7 December 1941 and VJ-Day in 

September 1945, over 6,400 warships and 10,300 other vessels passed along the Canal. 

 

Many of the fears that had been expressed about German U-Boats, Japanese warships, 

Axis infiltrators, or fifth column saboteurs either never materialised or were dealt with 

quickly at the beginning of the war5. 

 

The agreement for use of the sites outside the Canal Zone by the US military called for 

such sites to be handed back 1 year after the end of the war.  However, when the war 

ended with the surrender of Japan in September 1945 a dispute once again broke out.  

Panama demanded that ownership of the sites be relinquished immediately, whereas the 

US War Department wanted to keep control of the sites for a further, indefinite period6.   

 
4  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf 
5  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 
6  The 1942 agreement included a caveat that, “If within that period [i.e. the year following the end of 
hostilities] the two Governments believe that, in spite of the cessation of hostilities, a state of international 
insecurity continues to exist which makes vitally necessary the continuation of the use of any of the said 
defense bases or areas, the two Governments shall again enter into mutual consultation and shall conclude 

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd


 

Nonetheless, the US State Department, being aware of growing unrest in the Republic of 

Panama, proposed negotiation of a 20-year extension of leases in the case of 13 of the 

most important sites, this being part of an effort made by the US in 1946 and 1947 to 

replace the agreement of 1942 with a new one designed to meet peacetime requirements 

for the adequate safeguards of the Canal7.  

 

The new President Enrique Adolfo Jimenéz, who had taken office in June 1945, authorised 

a draft treaty based on the State Department’s proposals.  However, as detailed below, 

this led to an angry, and armed, mob outside the National Assembly when it met in 1947, 

which persuaded the deputies inside the reject the draft, and by 1948 the US had 

evacuated all occupied bases and sites outside the Canal Zone8. 

 

1947 - REJECTION OF THE FILÓS-HINES TREATY 

As mentioned above, in December 1947, Panama rejected the previous position of ceding 

territory to the US as and when it said it needed it, for the Canal operations or defence of 

the Canal.   

 

As explained in an earlier Part, the 1936 Treaty had already changed the relationship 

between the US and Panama, which (together with the intransigence of President Arias 

Madrid) led to problems in 1940-41 when the US sought additional defence sites outside 

the Canal Zone.    

 

 
the new agreement which the circumstances require”: 
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467 
7  https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467 
8  For a view from the US Government of the relationship with Panama in the immediate postwar period, 

see Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Central America and Panama Affairs, dated 20 
January 1948: https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467 

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467


However, in May 1942 (after Arias Madrid had been deposed) the US and Panama signed 

the Fabregas-Wilson Convention which allowed for the granting of rights over 134 sites in 

the Republic for the defence of the Canal during the war.   

 

Some of the defence sites were small areas for observation towers, searchlight or gun 

emplacements, while others were outlying uninhabited islands; some were broad pastures 

or cleared jungle made into landing fields.  The Agreement stipulated that "The Republic 

of Panama retains its sovereignty over the areas" and that all buildings "shall become the 

property of the Republic of Panama upon the termination of their use by the United 

States".  The bases were to be evacuated 1 year after ratification of a definitive treaty of 

peace not just after a cease-fire9. 

 

While this Agreement provided that the sites should be returned a year after the end of 

the war, the US military initially wished to continue to use at least some of the sites 

involved.  In fact, the Army said that it wanted to keep all the sites.   

 

However, without consultation or advice, and without giving State Department either 

time or opportunity to drive a bargain, the War Department announced in Washington on 

2 September 1946, that it was handing back to Panama 65 defence sites covering more 

than 10,000 acres, and that defence sites rentals of $975,587 had been paid up to 10 June 

1945.  This announcement came on the same day that the Panama National Assembly 

voted unanimously to demand that the US evacuate all defence sites immediately, and on 

the following day the President announced that occupation of future defence sites would 

not even be discussed until all had been returned10.   

 

 
9  The Untold Story Of Panama by Earl Harding (Athene Press Inc), 1959: 
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp 
10  https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp  

https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp


In December 1947, the US Ambassador and the Panamanian Foreign Minister Filós signed 

an agreement that would have allowed the US to retain a number of its sites11, leased for 

a further 10 years.  A joint statement of the 2 governments on 12 September announced 

that defence sites problems would henceforth be resolved by "friendly negotiations”12. 

President Jiménez then convened an extraordinary session of the National Assembly to 

discuss and presumably ratify the agreement. 

 

However, this led to protestors, including students, marching through Panama City 

expressing opposition to the agreement, with tear gas and bullets eventually being 

employed against them by the National Police.   

 

As a consequence, on 9 December 1947, the Foreign Minister resigned in protest against his 

government's agreeing to consider extending the leases on 13 bases, the most important ones, 

which were then occupied by the US13.   

 

The protest continued whilst the Assembly 

continued to meet and, 12 days after the 

agreement had been signed, on 22 December 

1947 the National Assembly formally rejected 

the draft agreement, and a day later the 

evacuation of the sites involved began. 

By 1948, all the sites outside the Canal Zone had been vacated14. 

 

The reduction in strength, and the redeployment of troops, from the Panama Canal 

Department and the Caribbean Defense Command, which had in fact begun as early as 

 
11  Taboga and Taboguilla Islands, Jaqué, Rio Hato, San Blas Islands, Las Margaritas, Pocrí, Isla del Rey, Isla 
Grande, Punta Mala, San José and Salud: https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-
hines/  
12  https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp  
13  https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp 
14  https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/  

https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/
https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp
https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/


1943, continued apace to December 1945, with a start made on a reorganisation being 

begun in 1946, with an aim of achieving a target of just 20,000 Canal Zone troops by 1 

March 1946.   

 

POSTWAR CHANGES 

The reduction in US forces in Panama continued after the war, despite the Cold War and 

the Korean War of the early 1950s15 and by 1959, troop levels reached their lowest level, 

with just 6,600 being present. 

 

Nearly all Coast Artillery units were deactivated during 1944-1946 and, at the end of the 

war, the Coast Artillery Command (already largely redundant) and the Mobile Force were 

discontinued (the Coastal Artillery Command was formally abolished in 195016), and on 1 

December 1946, the Panama Canal Department was divided back into Atlantic and Pacific 

sectors.   

 

The US Army Air Force (USAAF) 6th Air Force was removed from the Panama Canal 

Department and reorganised as the Caribbean Air Command, and in 1947 the new, 

separate US Air Force (USAF) took over responsibility from the former USAAF.   

 

Also, in 1947 the Panama Canal Department was deactivated and replaced by the new US 

Army Caribbean (USARCARIB), which retained its headquarters in the Canal Zone.  The 

Army, Navy and USAF components in Panama were reorganised under the overall, forces-

wide Caribbean Command.17  While defence of the Canal remained the primary concern of 

USARCARIB18, it also acquired other responsibilities in Latin America19. 

 

 
15  The Korean War 1950-53 saw security increased, Army guards assigned, anti-aircraft units (which were 
those left from World War 2) were stood up and used to supplement harbour defences, “hostile” foreign 
nationals were detained and the control of ships was tightened. 
16  https://cdsg.org/coast-artillery-corps/  
17  Which was to become US Southern Command in 1963. 
18  In 1963, USARCARIB became US Army Forces Southern Command, part of US Southern Command. 
19  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf 

https://cdsg.org/coast-artillery-corps/
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf


Since late in the war, as the threat of attack was beginning to recede, Albrook Field had 

taken on a training role that it continued to perform until 1989.  The Air Force School of 

the Military Training Center of the Panama Canal Department, located at the Panama Air 

Depot (PAD) at Albrook Field, opened in 1943 to train Latin American Air Forces. The first 

class consisted of an officer and 10 enlisted men from Peru who signed up for 3 months of 

apprentice training20. 

 

In 1946, a Carnival of Victory was held (said to have been the best in the history of 

carnivals in the country)21. 

 

A well-preserved example of a typical 
Panama Canal Zone house in Gamboa in 
2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was not only the US forces that saw a drawdown in numbers with the end of the war.  

An increase in number of employees of the Canal and railway began in 1938 when the 

(abortive) construction of a third set of locks began.  When the war broke out and that 

project was suspended, wartime requirements still demanded a continued increase of 

personnel.  The workforce, that had numbered 13,800 in 1938, reached a peak of 38,000 

by 1942.   

 

Once the war was over, it was impossible to maintain wartime levels and a reduction of 

the workforce was begun.  By May 1950, the workforce had been reduced to some 19,600 

employees (figures used include both US-rate and local rate – the “Gold” and “Silver” roll - 

 
20  https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/18/panama-canal-zone-defences-ii/  
21  https://portal.critica.com.pa/archivo/03022000/opiayer.html#TOP 

https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/18/panama-canal-zone-defences-ii/
https://portal.critica.com.pa/archivo/03022000/opiayer.html#TOP


employees22), and what were described as fundamental organisational changes were 

made in 1951 - followed by the introduction of income tax for employees in the Canal 

Zone, and an $80 million project to replace obsolete and substandard housing, completed 

by 1956.23  

 

In the 1950s, the US made several concessions to the Panamanians to assuage nationalist 

anger, such as making Spanish an official language in the Canal Zone alongside English24. 

 

After World War 2, the Panama Canal played only a limited role in US military ventures, so 

that even from a military perspective, its costs were beginning to exceed the benefits.  In 

fact, a 2008 book25 revealed that President Truman tried to give the Panama Canal to the 

United Nations in 1945.  Even from the beginning, the military costs of defending the canal 

were much higher than anyone had anticipated.  The 2008 book maintained that the US 

was “reluctantly stuck managing the Canal through the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s and was 

facing increasing costs of doing so26”. 

 

There was continued unrest during the 1950s and 1960s, including an outbreak of violence 

in 1964 that saw a number of deaths, including several Panamanian students (an event 

 
22  The terms “Gold” and “Silver” were only officially dropped during the 1950s and a single pay scale for 
American and Panamanian workers was established. 
23  http://www.panamahistorybits.com/htmfiles/2014-08-14P.pdf  
24  https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/18/panama-canal-zone-defences-i/  
25  What T. R. Took: The Economic Impact of the Panama Canal, 1903– 1937 by  Noel Maurer and Carlos Yu 
(2008). 
26  The book attributed to increasing costs (presumably aside from military/naval defence costs) as being the 

constant rise in transfers to Panama used to placate the increasing aversion to the U.S. presence in Panama 

and the rising inefficiency of the Canal management.  A reviewer from the University of California San Diego, 

in its Journal of Economic History, disagreed with the authors’ comments re the increasingly inefficient 

running of the Canal by the US, with rising costs and falling revenue, arguing that Panama boosted its 

profitability chiefly from higher tolls: https://econweb.ucsd.edu/~vramey/research/The-Big-Ditch-Review-

Published.pdf  

 

 

http://www.panamahistorybits.com/htmfiles/2014-08-14P.pdf
https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/18/panama-canal-zone-defences-i/
https://econweb.ucsd.edu/~vramey/research/The-Big-Ditch-Review-Published.pdf
https://econweb.ucsd.edu/~vramey/research/The-Big-Ditch-Review-Published.pdf


marked annually to this say, as “Day of the Martyrs”)27.  The Torrijos-Carter Treaties of 

197728 (which were fiercely opposed by many in the US, and only just managed to get 

through Congress – and are reportedly still unpopular among some sections in the US to 

this day) led to a rundown of the US presence in Panama, with the eventual total 

handover of the Canal itself in 1999.   

 

There were in fact 2 Treaties.  The Panama Canal Treaty provided that, from 31 December 

1999, Panama would assume full control of Canal operations and became primarily 

responsible for its defence.  The other Treaty was the Treaty Concerning the Permanent 

Neutrality and Operation of the Panama Canal (aka the “Neutrality Treaty”) and under this 

treaty the US retained the permanent right to defend the Canal from any threat that 

might interfere with its continued neutral service to ships of all nations.  

 

Today, relatively little is left to provide obvious reminders of the presence of US forces at 

all, let alone the period of World War 2.  The defensive gun emplacements, and later radar 

stations, near the Pacific end of the Canal, for example, have gone.  Something remains, 

though hidden and overgrown, of Fort Howard at the Atlantic end29 and Fort Sherman, not 

far from the 16th Century Fort Lorenzo30 

(see left - in which the US Army placed a 

3-inch AA battery during the war), which 

is a tourist attraction, and also on the 

Atlantic coast. 

 

Fort San Lorenzo, a 16th Century fort, which 
housed a gun emplacement during World War 2. 

 
27  Él Día de los Mártires, 9 January 1964.  It saw 3 days of rioting and left 4 Americans and at least 21 
Panamanians dead.  The unrest began after some students attempted to hoist a Panamanian flag alongside 
an American one at Balboa High School: https://livinginpanama.com/living-in-panama/american-in-panama-
on-martyrs-day/  
28  https://history.state.gov/milestones/1977-1980/panama-canal  
29  https://www.panorama2go.com/en/military-fortifications-of-the-isthmus-of-panama/  
30  Declared a UN World Heritage site in 1980, having been handed over to Panama in 1979. 

https://livinginpanama.com/living-in-panama/american-in-panama-on-martyrs-day/
https://livinginpanama.com/living-in-panama/american-in-panama-on-martyrs-day/
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1977-1980/panama-canal
https://www.panorama2go.com/en/military-fortifications-of-the-isthmus-of-panama/


 

1945: A street in Panama City teeming with US 
sailors  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fort Sherman was built 
in 1912 to defend the 
Panama Canal on the 
Atlantic coast. The 3,000 
acres of property 
includes 9 batteries, an 
air strip, barracks and 
housing as well as 
jungle. The site was also 
used for jungle warfare 
training. Everything was 
turned over to Panama 
in 1999 

 

 

 

No doubt, if one poked around31, or dug down, one might find more remnants, but the 

combination of a fertile tropical climate (where abandoned buildings are soon overgrown 

and overwhelmed) and a vibrant and successful economy with its accompanying 

construction and development, mean that much of what evidence there may have been 

will have long ago been buried or lost.   

 

 
31  For a useful guide to the installations, and remnants or reminders that might still be seen, see 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=e65d5058a32a4b939965915b61aab678 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=e65d5058a32a4b939965915b61aab678


In March 2013, the Coast Defense Study Group in the US undertook a visit to Panama and 

produced a report on what remained of the US defences.  There were, it said, some 

examples of remnants - for example, in the ancient Fort Lorenzo one of the 4.7-inch gun 

emplacements was still present inside the old Spanish Fort32.  In most cases there were 

little or no remnants, for example – 

“Most of Fort Amador is gone or the few remains are in a bad state”; but some 

cases, where facilities could be adapted to another use, such as with the former 

Fort Clayton, which was “Completely there. Converted into offices, university 

building, etc.  Easy accessible”33. 

 

While the basis of the trans-isthmus highway was completed by the US, this is probably 

not evident to present-day Panamanians.   

 

From 1942, work had begun on another major road project, with the aim of providing an 

uninterrupted road route to Panama from the US, in much the same way as had been 

done to facilitate supplies to Alaska using the Alaska Highway (or Alcan).  At the peak of 

the effort, 25,000 men (including 1,500 from the US) were involved in the project.  By the 

time the War Department cancelled the project in October 1943, US contractors had 

cleared a right of way for 758 miles of highway, surfacing 331 miles of the length34.  

 
32  https://cdsg.org/wp-
content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%20
2013.pdf  
33  https://cdsg.org/wp-
content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%20
2013.pdf  
34  The Big L: American Logistics in World War II edited by Alan Gropman (National Defense University 
Institute for National Strategic Studies Fort McNair Washington, DC 20319), 1997 
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a421840.pdf 

https://cdsg.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%202013.pdf
https://cdsg.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%202013.pdf
https://cdsg.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%202013.pdf
https://cdsg.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%202013.pdf
https://cdsg.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%202013.pdf
https://cdsg.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/CDSG/CDSG%20WEBSITE%20UPDATES/CDSG%20Downloads/Report%20Panama%202013.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a421840.pdf


 

A unit of U. S. Field artillery is shown on the 48-mile run across the Isthmus of Panama on the Trans-Isthmus 
Highway, built for the speedy movement of troops and equipment from areas of the vital canal to others 

whenever necessary  

 

The 1940s are now seen, regardless of the impact of World War 2, as a decade of progress 

for Panama.  It saw the first Panamanian airlines (including COPA, which continues to this 

day), the start of the Colon Free Zone, the Social Security system, women got the vote, 

Panama won its first Olympic medals (a Panamanian of Jamaican origin, Lloyd La Beach, 

who won 2 silver medals in the 1948 London Olympics), and the Baseball major League 

was founded.  On the other 

hand, it was from then that 

the National Police began to 

effectively run the country 

from behind the scenes35.  It 

would evolve into the military 

dictatorships that the country 

was to see until 1989. 

Chivas (minibuses) in central 
Avenue, Panama City in the 1940s 

 
35  http://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ciudad-panama-decada-
1940/?fbclid=IwAR2aeEVgA4OtSMRQ9Kuo02lzoApYnU1h2V7_rkOmYm_HMC_hVAXJdl9xrQ8  

http://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ciudad-panama-decada-1940/?fbclid=IwAR2aeEVgA4OtSMRQ9Kuo02lzoApYnU1h2V7_rkOmYm_HMC_hVAXJdl9xrQ8
http://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ciudad-panama-decada-1940/?fbclid=IwAR2aeEVgA4OtSMRQ9Kuo02lzoApYnU1h2V7_rkOmYm_HMC_hVAXJdl9xrQ8


 

The role of the US forces during the Cold War, with the notorious School of the Americas 

training camp being located at Fort Gulick, Panama 1956-8436 (and whose alumni included 

2 Panamanian dictators – Torrijos and Noriega)37, as well as inherent nationalism of the 

Panamanian people, has probably contributed to there being little effort being put into 

remembering or reminding people about the role of the US military during its near 

century-long time in the country. 

 

 

 
In 1937, the US, Canada and 12 Latin American states had signed the Convention on the Pan American 
Highway, to run from Alaska to the bottom of Argentina (and called the Inter-American Highway in Central 
America and Mexico).  1950 saw the first portion of the highway completed, in Mexico. 
36  Originally established in 1946 as the Latin American Center - Ground Division, being renamed the US 
Army Caribbean School, established in 1949 at Fort Gulick.  From 1946, more than 57,700 officers, cadets, 
and NCO from Latin America and the United States were trained at the School of the Americas.  The School 
adopted Spanish as its official language in 1963: https://fas.org/irp/crs/soa.htm  
On 21 September 1984, the school suspended operations in Panama in compliance with the terms of the 
1977 Treaty.  
37  Described as a bilingual Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) service school that trained over 
56,000 military, police and government from 22 nations throughout the hemisphere: 
https://fas.org/irp/crs/soa.htm 

https://fas.org/irp/crs/soa.htm
https://fas.org/irp/crs/soa.htm

